WAX FILTERS / WAX GUARDS
One of the most common problems affecting hearing aids is the ear wax
blocking the wax filters. This can result in your hearing feeling dull, or you
might even think your aids have stopped working altogether. If ever your aids
appear to stop working, try this quick fix first…
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Remove the dome by pulling it straight off the
receiver. Gently wipe the dome clean with a soft
tissue rubbing gently to clean any wax off.
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You will see the old white wax filter in the end of the receiver.
Take a wax filter stick from the pack. The two ends are different.
A: Filter removal tool (Yellow end) B: New wax filter (White end)
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Insert removal tool end (A) directly into the
existing wax filter and push firmly down keeping
the stick straight. Pull the tool straight back out
and it will remove the old wax filter
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Turn the wax stick around and push the new white filter
(B) firmly down in to the receiver on your aid. Apply gentle
pressure and then remove the stick vertically. The new
wax filter should now be in position.

Take the cleaned dome and align the centre of it and
push it back onto the receiver. Make sure the dome is
securely fitted on by gently pulling it to test it is secure.
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Hopefully, your hearing aids are now back to normal. However, if not, then
please call us on 01442 389949 for advice or to book an appointment.
*New wax guards (pack of 8) available at any of our shops for £6.50
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